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When was the last time you discussed a difficult matter with a client? Perhaps it was over a
disagreement on how to set up the client’s books, or asking for payment an invoice that’s
now 60 days overdue.
As humans, we share many traits, but perhaps one of the ones we have most in common
is that we dislike conflict; in fact, we run from it. Yet, in your practice, there are many cases
in which having a difficult conversation with a client isn’t a choice — it’s a necessity.
Whether you’re new to the accounting profession or a seasoned pro, we hope these
resources help you navigate these challenging conversations.

• How to ask clients for good referrals
• The ethical accountant turns away bad business to remain a priceless addition to any business
• 3 vital steps for collecting payment from clients
• How to fire a client — and how to prevent the need to fire them
• Value pricing and why it works for accountants & bookkeepers
• How do you charge for professional accounting services?
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How to ask your clients for good referrals
By Elizabeth Joyce

Eighty-five percent of small businesses say word-of-mouth referrals
are one of the ways customers find out about their business. This
makes referrals one of the most important sources of business —
more than online research, social media and email, according to
a survey by Verizon and Small Business Trends.
Most accountants wait for referrals to come to them, but you can
also take proactive steps to get referrals to come to you. Here are
some tips to bring in high-quality referrals.

How to ask your clients for good referrals

What constitutes a good referral?
A “good” referral is a referral that’s likely to
convert into a paying client. To qualify, a referral
must represent a company that generates annual
revenue large enough to pay your fees. For
instance, a company that generates less than
$200,000 a year is going to have a smaller budget
for accounting than one that earns $10 million
a year.
A good referral should also represent a niche that
fits your firm’s area of specialization. A firm that
does accounting for government contractors has
a different target market than one that handles

restaurant owners. Within your niche, further
specify the job title of your ideal referral. A CFO
has more input into their company’s accounting
decisions than the head of sales and marketing,
for example.
Defining your ideal referral also helps you exclude
prospects that aren’t good referrals. Simply invert
the qualities of your ideal referral to define a bad
one. A prospect from a company that can’t afford
your fees, can’t make the company decisions or
falls outside your niche expertise, isn’t a good fit.
Knowing who isn’t a good referral can keep you
from wasting time chasing dead-end leads.

“Defining your ideal referral also helps you exclude
prospects that aren’t good referrals.”
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How to ask your clients for “good” referrals
After you’ve defined who your ideal referral is, the next step is to start soliciting good referrals from
your current clients. Here are a few tips for getting more good referrals:

Focus on getting and retaining good clients
Your best referrals are likely to come from your best
clients. A satisfied client is enthusiastic about your
services, making them a more persuasive reference
to potential referrals. A client who fits your ideal
referral’s profile is also more likely to know other
companies in the same industry that would be
good referrals for you.
Since good clients are more likely to yield good
referrals, focus your marketing and client retention
efforts on your ideal client. Specify your target
demographic, narrowing down their industry,
job title, needs and budget. Craft your marketing
material to appeal to this target market, and design
your marketing with the idea of attracting good
clients who will also be good referrals.
Be Proactive About Asking

One of the biggest reasons companies don’t get
more referrals is because they don’t ask. Just as
many people have sales call reluctance, people
are also reluctant to ask clients for referrals,
often because they don’t like to ask others for
favors. Asking for a referral isn’t necessarily selfserving though; it’s offering value to someone
who might need your services.

Build referrals into your sales process
Generate referrals consistently by building
“the ask” into your sales process. Rather than
approaching referrals as something that happens
randomly, design your sales approach so that
asking for referrals is a follow-up step for any lead
that doesn’t result in a sale, or for a sale that results
in a satisfied client.
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How to ask your clients for good referrals

You can also build requests for referrals into your
feedback process. For instance, after asking clients
to rate your service, ask them to name three other
people who might be in need of your services.

CFO position at a mid-sized firm in the insurance
industry. Can you think of anyone you know who
might be a good referral for us?”

Make referrals easy
Script your referral pitch
Your firm will find it easier to ask for referrals if
you follow a referral script. A script takes away
the anxiety and ensures your referral request uses
optimal language to get the results you’re seeking.
Here’s a sample of a referral script you can borrow
and modify:
“A business like ours depends heavily on referrals
from satisfied clients. If you’re happy with our
services, and if you know someone else who
might benefit from what we do, we’d appreciate
it if you could refer us to them. A good referral
for us is someone in an upper management or

A script works best if you have a follow-up
mechanism that makes it easy for clients to give you
referrals. Have a form you can hand them, or create
a digital form and direct clients to it by emailing
them a referral request after they’ve been with you
for a few months.
Your best referrals are most likely to come from
your best clients. Ask for them by building it into
your sales process.
This article originally appeared on Intuit’s Firm of
the Future blog.

“A script takes away the anxiety and ensures your referral request
uses optimal language to get the results you’re seeking.”
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The ethical accountant turns away
bad business to remain a priceless
addition to any business
By Joe Carufe

What would you do if one of your clients owed
a huge amount of money in back taxes and
they subsequently asked you to delete their
QuickBooks® file, create a new one under a
false name with no liabilities on the books and
tell their creditors that they had moved out of
the country?
That may seem pretty far-fetched, but the
shocking truth is that this actually happened
to a bookkeeper at our firm. While situations
as outlandish as this one probably don’t come
across our paths every day, the reality is we are
all faced with having to choose, on some level,
between ethically sound practices and retaining
revenue that pays our bills!

The ethical accountant turns away bad business to remain a priceless addition to any business

So, where do we draw the line? As a business in a
highly competitive marketplace where the lowest
price always seems to win, how do we make the
hard decision to turn down revenue because we
simply can’t comply with an unethical request of
a client? In this case, I think it is helpful to keep
your end goal in mind. As bookkeepers and
accountants, we are not just working to deliver
a P&L, but we are also working to see small
businesses and entrepreneurs equipped to thrive
in their markets. By doing this, we get to participate,
firsthand, in the building of stronger communities.
We want to create an amazing experience for our
customers and command fair rates for our service.

If these are our goals, then it’s important to build a
brand that operates with integrity in every aspect.
By doing this, you communicate to your clients that
they can trust you with their business — which often
represents their blood, sweat, tears and dreams,
not to mention the largest asset on their personal
net worth statement. They can be confident that
you have their best interest in mind, that you,
yourself, refuse to tarnish your own brand and that
you won’t allow them to make decisions that will
hurt their own integrity. Many times, clients don’t
know what’s legal or illegal to do; it’s our job, as
accountants, to protect them!

“As a business in a highly competitive marketplace
where the lowest price always seems to win, how do we
make the hard decision to turn down revenue ...”
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The ethical accountant turns away bad business to remain a priceless addition to any business

While there may be potential loss of revenue when
you refuse to write something off — just like the
shady guy next door used to – you are really doing
your business and sales efforts a huge favor! A bad
reputation spreads faster than a good one, so it’s
better to be known by a few good people in town
as trustworthy than known by everyone as the
shady accountant who will do anything for a buck.
As accountants and bookkeepers, we need to be
known for our strong moral compass, if we are to
remain valuable in the workplace. The reality is
that technology will continue to improve in a way
will make data entry irrelevant. IBM’s Watson is
already doing the heavy lifting for understanding
the tax code, and QuickBooks Online has
resources for business owners to participate in
the bookkeeping.

Ethics is more than just keeping yourself and your
clients out of jail; it’s also about being a trusted
and valuable asset for the business that chooses
to employ you. Your value is not that you can
process a shoebox of receipts in one sitting, or
that you can complete a tax return in a day; your
value is what you can add to the organization as
a trusted and ethical member of their team. An
ethical accountant that makes the organization
safer and stronger is a valuable accountant, and a
valuable accountant that cares about the success
or failure of the business is priceless.

Don’t just do whatever it takes to make a buck
off your customers; be a priceless asset to
their organization.

This article originally appeared on Intuit’s Firm of
the Future blog.
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3 vital steps for collecting payments from clients
By Harry Strausser III

All across America, accounting firms diligently protect their
clients’ best financial interests through consultation, employment
tax preparation, annual tax returns, balance sheet and P&L
review, and company audits. Frequently, the issue of “accounts
receivable” might also be discussed, with recommendations
made to clients to increase collection efforts to improve cash flow
and profitability.
In today’s economic environment, companies engage in the
proverbial robbing Peter to pay Paul. Ultimately, a domino effect
ensues where company C can’t pay company B because B hasn’t
been paid by company A. You want to be Paul and you want to get
your money, but it just doesn’t happen magically!

3 vital steps for collecting payments from clients

Likewise, many accounting firms may fall victim
to the A/R blues. Clients may not promptly pay
their accounting invoices, driving company cash
flow into the red. It is time that all businesses,
including accounting firms, start accounting for
your receivables! I have worked in, managed and
now own a third-party collection enterprise for
more than 35 years. I started in the industry at age
12 when my parents opened a collection agency
in northeast Pennsylvania. Over the past 20 years,
I have advised and consulted businesses on best
practices in the credit and collection industry, and
would like to share some critical insight into the
collection function.
There are three vital steps to protecting the financial
integrity of any business. First you must develop
a Credit Policy. Second, you must strategize a
Collection Policy. Finally, you must establish a
Culture of Paying within your organization. Working
in unison, these three elements will enable most
firms to make better up-front decisions on client
billing, promptly dealing with late payers and
conveying the firm’s stance that it expects to be
paid for quality services rendered on a timely basis.

#1: State your credit policy in the
engagement letter
No matter the size of your firm, it is important to be
assured that you will be paid promptly for services
rendered. The best time to convey your office’s
expectations for payment is at the very start of the
client relationship and then underscored annually.
Each year, my firm provides me with a new “Letter
of Engagement” that clearly outlines the services
it will provide to my corporation over the next
12 months.
This is the perfect opportunity to express your
payment terms. Outline when your invoices will
be presented, when you expect the invoices to be
paid and what you plan to do if a client becomes
delinquent. When signing up a new client, ask who
did their accounting work in the past. Are they
jumping from firm to firm due to non-payment?
After you review their company’s financials, you
are uniquely positioned to determine the risk
level of the firm based on the P&L and perceived
ability to pay.
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3 vital steps for collecting payments from clients

#2: Develop a clear collection policy
I have discovered that most businesses, today, have
some fairly clear ideas about extending credit, how
long they will wait for payment and how much they
will allow customers to accrue. They may even have
these policies in writing and signed by the customer.
Often, unfortunately, actually collecting the debt
stops there.

It is imperative to develop a very clear, thoughtfully orchestrated collection policy to guide billing staff through
varying levels of delinquency. A good collection policy includes the following:
• Is a grace period offered and for how long?
• Will a finance charge be assessed and how much?
• What actions (telephone or in writing) will be taken at each level of delinquency?
• What collection reminder/notice will be sent according to aging?
• At what level of delinquency do you cease your services?
• When do you write off the account as bad debt?
• When do you place accounts with outside collection firms?
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3 vital steps for collecting payments from clients

If an effective collection policy is put into action,
then there will never be an occasion to ask, “What
do I do next on this account?” The next steps
are clear, concise and previously strategized by
management. There are, of course, exceptions to
every rule, so there should be a clear avenue to
review unusual cases for timely mitigation.

#3: Establish a culture of paying —
the squeaky wheel
Creditors who get paid first and in a timely manner
are those who have clearly built and conveyed a
culture of paying. A culture of paying refers to
carefully and clearly deciding who gets credit,
meticulously following collection polices that are in
place, and finally ASKING FOR THE MONEY!

There is a slogan in collections that says, “The
squeaky wheel gets the oil.” This is the very
foundation of a successful recovery strategy. The
more often you ask to get paid, the more likely you
will get paid.
Several years ago I was presenting a collection
seminar to a large group. Before my program
started, an attendee asked me what I thought was
the secret to collections. If she had to leave the
program before it started due to an emergency,
she wanted to know the number one, most vital
aspect to keep in mind for the future. The answer
to her question is clear: Follow up! Follow up!
Follow up!

“The more often you ask to get paid, the more likely
you will get paid.”
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3 vital steps for collecting payments from clients

One of the mistakes accounting firms make in their
billing and collections is the failure to ask for the
money, whether by phone or mail. This is often
due to the lack of time and resources within the
accounting office. If the ABC Company promises to
pay $500 on its invoice tomorrow and the payment
isn’t in your office within three days, you must
contact them immediately. A reminder call made
three weeks later will ultimately teach the customer
that your firm is not serious about collecting. You’ll
be at the bottom of the payment priority list.
You may find much-needed assistance available to
your office by today’s progressive third-party debt
collection firms. At one time, collection agencies
were depositories for older, bad debt. Today, they
are partners in every stage of the recovery process.
A solid firm can send letters on your behalf, make
soft collection calls in your name, engage in a
variety of “pre-collect” services, work your accounts
after write off, and even file lawsuits on your behalf.
Use of this type of resource should absolutely be
part of any good credit and collection plan.

If your firm is stuck in a quagmire of unpaid
invoices and maintains an A/R report that would
make you cringe if you saw the same figures on
a client’s balance sheet, all is not lost. The time
is NOW to devote energy on the creation and
implementation of practical steps to protect your
financial resources. Change is difficult and time
consuming, but necessary.

It has been said about change that, “You can
survive the old way and you can survive the
new way. It is the transition that will kill you!”

With regard to effective collections, the transition
may take time, but the old way of doing business
will kill your financial lifeline swiftly. Act now and
start the process of accounting for your receivables!
This article originally appeared on Intuit’s Firm of
the Future blog.
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How to fire a client — and how to prevent the need to fire them
By Stacy Kildal

Once upon a time, I put up with a bunch of … stuff from our clients. I let them interrupt
my family events, interfere with my workflow and, frankly, give me headaches. When
my business partner and I started working on our processes, I took some time to
evaluate what I call my work/life integration. I realized that no amount of money is
worth a client that makes you dread dealing with them.
Before I share my technique for firing a client, I want to recommend that you choose
carefully who you work with so that you don’t ever have to fire them! That means
having a very clear definition of your ideal client, their industry and the type of
services you provide for them, all while listening to your intuition during the sales
process. If you get an inkling of a doubt during the sales cycle (maybe, they’re nonresponsive, they keep changing scope, they require many repetitive calls and/or
emails, or they’re just not very nice), do not take them on for any amount of money!
Next, I highly recommend you develop an onboarding process that trains new
clients to your processes. Just like kids and dogs (at least that’s what I’ve heard —
I’m a cat person myself), you must set boundaries that teach your clients how to
work with you. We explicitly tell our clients that our process is in place so that they
can decide if Kildal Services is a good fit for them, and so we can decided they’re
a good fit for us.

How to fire a client — and how to prevent the need to fire them

Knowing when to fire a client
The first step in firing a client is knowing you need
to fire them. For example, we had a client a few
years ago that was a pain for us to deal with. While
she was a lovely person, she caused us a lot of
problems:
• She helped too much. You know what I mean.
She was constantly in the books, creating errors
that required correction and rework on my part.
• She sent her statements late, so we couldn’t get
the work done in time.
• She called often, without setting an agenda or
appointment.
When we started noticing the pattern to her
behavior — scratch that — when my stomach started
doing that twisty, flip flop if I saw her name on my
phone or email, I realized we had to do something.

“Probation”
Before I go any further, I want to say I truly value, and
enjoy working with, our clients. That’s why I always
give clients the chance to rectify the situation. After

all, maybe we didn’t train them well enough. So, we
put them on “probation” before just firing them.
Here’s how that works:
• Information gathering. I gather documentation
of the problem by saving emails as PDFs, and
recording the data and time of calls.
• Communication. Next, I send an email,
explaining that we have a problem. I share
the documentation and outline a plan for
correction. Important: I also include notification
of intention to terminate, if we cannot solve
the problem within two months.
Once I’m sure the client has gotten the message, we
proceed with the work. During this time, we carefully
track whether the client is following the plan for
correction. If we have to correct something they’ve
done, we use Camtasia to record both the amount
of time it took us to fix their errors and what we did.
If they continue not to provide documentation in a
timely manner, I explain that the client is hindering
our ability to do the work she is paying me for —
and introducing more opportunities for mistakes.
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Time to say goodbye
Unfortunately, the two-month “probation” period
came to an end, with no change in behavior
from the client. I sent an email similar to the
following, and included the original “probation”
notification. (Note: We don’t call it probation when
communicating with the client.)

Dear Client,
Thank you for placing your trust in our bookkeeping
skills; we appreciate the opportunity of working
with you. Unfortunately, we are unable to resolve
the issues outline in our email below. Per the
terms of that email dated xx/xx/xxxx, we will be
terminating our engagement, effective xx/xx/xxxx.
We’re very disappointed that this relationship did
not work out, but would be more than happy to
recommend some ProAdvisors® in your area that
might be able to service you in the manner you
require. Good luck!

The email also detailed the work we would
complete between the time the termination notice
was sent and the end of the engagement.

Final thoughts
People frequently ask me, “Aren’t you afraid of
losing the revenue when you fire a client?” My
answer: At first, HECK YEAH. What I found was,
after letting go of a client that sucked a lot of our
time and energy, we always end up with one to two
clients that we adore. Firing the difficult client just
freed up energy to put towards something positive,
and made room in my practice for a better fit.
Hopefully, you won’t need to fire too many clients
after busy season this year! Good luck.
This article originally appeared on Intuit’s Firm of
the Future blog.
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Value pricing and why it works for accountants & bookkeepers
By Jason Lawhorn

It wasn’t that long ago that we were a profession of – if you’ll pardon the
expression — “technological dummies.” We dabbled in technology like
basic desktop computers and Nintendo (or maybe that’s just me), but we
certainly weren’t plugged in the way we are today.
From paperless tax workflow solutions to hosted applications and iPads,
technology is now an integral part our daily lives. It is through technology
that integration and streamlined workflow are possible, leading to
elevated efficiency and the capacity to take on more work without really
working any harder.
Technology is even changing the way firms traditionally bill for services.
With streamlined processes, you now spend far less time providing the
same services. That means more work can be processed without having
to expand human capital.

Value pricing and why it works for accountants & bookkeepers

I realize this is not groundbreaking news, but it’s
a relevant reiteration to get to the key point:
value pricing.
Think about it. If you are a firm that adopted a
paperless, streamlined solution and implemented
standardized processes, you are likely turning out
work in half the time. However, here’s the question:
Is that product or service worth less in the market
because you can now turn it around so much faster?
Aaaahh, that’s a big NO! Yet, with the hourly billing
model, that’s exactly what firms are implying.

The billable hour pricing model is what’s
inherently wrong with the profession
First, it devalues a firm’s services because it locks
individual services into a per-hour fee. It’s the firm
that should be setting the price based on value,
not time.
Second, billing by the hour hinders a firm’s revenue
potential because it dictates that revenue growth is
only possible by consistently taking on more hourly
work. When fees are set based on the value of the
work, growth potential is unlimited.

“Is that product or service worth less in the market
because you can now turn it around so much faster?”
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Value pricing and why it works for accountants & bookkeepers

It’s time to stop selling ourselves short by
“commoditizing” our services. Hourly billing is the
same as giving it away just because we’ve figured
out how to do it faster. Accounting professionals
should be rewarding themselves — not hurting
their ability to make more money or hurting their
chances to find the next great client.

Bottom line: Don’t sell yourself short!

Hours x Rate no longer equals value. Value comes
from setting a price for a service that meets the
client’s perception of value. For example, a small
business client will find great value in outsourcing
its accounting work to alleviate time-consuming
and complex daily accounting tasks. The client
doesn’t need to know how quickly you can
accomplish these same tasks; it’s the value the
client is paying for.

Now that you are there, it’s time to start billing
based on your value.

You should be rewarded with the fruits of your
technological endeavors. Technology has provided
you with the ability to work at accelerated speed —
and don’t forget how you did the work to implement
the right technologies and processes that boosted
your firm to a higher efficiency plain.

This article originally appeared on Intuit’s Firm of
the Future blog.

“Hourly billing is the same as giving it away just
because we’ve figured out how to do it faster. ”
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How do you charge for professional accounting services?
By Jeff Borschowa

The accounting industry is changing dramatically. Innovation and
technology are rapidly changing the very basics of how bookkeepers
and accountants fulfill their duties to their clients. As we see the
cloud emerging and expanding in practices, we need to revisit how
we have traditionally charged for professional services.
Why? Simply put, the more efficient we are, the less time we spend
on files. If we are charging for the hours we spend, we need to find
new ways to justify our value to clients. In this blog post, I will cover
the basics of billing and pricing.

How do you charge for professional accounting services?

Billing Versus Pricing
Billing is the act of putting a price on our service after
we have completed it. Pricing, on the other hand,
focuses on the value to the client and is discussed in
advance of the work being done. Billing often results
in sticker shock … as clients are presented with a bill
after the fact, they are literally held hostage to the
time that we spent on the service — not the actual
outcome of the service. Pricing is the polar opposite
of billing, as the client knows up front what they can
expect to pay for services.

Billing Models
• H
 ourly Billing – Most accountants are familiar with
this basic concept. Hours worked are multiplied
by an hourly rate to determine a fee. Then, there

are hourly billing attempts to recover the cost
of the service plus an implied profit. There is an
inherent conflict with our client — they want us
to do things as quickly and cheaply as possible,
while we need the time to do things properly.
• Value Billing – I have seen this commonly used
in many accounting firms in my day. The hourly
billing fee is reviewed (after the fact) to determine
the likelihood that the client is willing to pay the
bill. The accountant adjusts the bill based on their
perception of what the client would consider
“reasonable.” Write-ups and write-downs are the
language of value billing. In my experience, most
accountants overreact to billing pain and often
negotiate discounts for their clients without even
being asked.

“Pricing, on the other hand, focuses on the value
to the client and is discussed in advance...”
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How do you charge for professional accounting services?

Pricing Models
• F
 ixed Fee Pricing – Based on the expected level
of work and a strong knowledge of actual costs,
the accountant negotiates a fixed price with the
client up front. There is risk here that we may
underestimate our costs, thus losing margin. This
can be mitigated by including a regular review in
our contracts with the client. Client relationships
are stronger when we are spending more time
learning their needs. Incidentally, client perception
of value is determined based on the peace of
mind that we offer, not the time that we spend on
a given file.
• Value Pricing – This is the ultimate pricing model
for maximizing firm profits. Essentially, each client
is charged the maximum that they are willing to
pay for a service. The accountant identifies the
client’s needs, assesses their perception of value
and then determines the price. Value pricing
typically yields the highest possible fees because
you are charging each client a unique price for
the services that they receive.

How Should I Charge?
I prefer pricing over billing, simply because pricing

focuses on communication and client perception
of value. In my experience, pricing builds stronger
client relationships. As we implement technology
and improve our internal efficiencies, we need to
revisit how we charge for our services. Fixed fee
pricing is easy to implement – you simply create a
menu of services that you offer and create a custom
fee for each client based on the mix of services that
they need.
While value pricing is more profitable, it is also
harder to implement because you need to become
comfortable discussing pricing and needs with
your clients. From those that have changed, I find
that the firms that have implemented fixed fee
pricing found the implementation to be much
easier. Those that have chosen to pursue value
pricing find it more profitable but have more work
to do before a prospect becomes a client.
Look at your services and determine which pricing
model is best for you.
This article originally appeared on Intuit’s Firm of
the Future blog.
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